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The Mutants & Masterminds Annual celebrates the game's first spectacular year. Its 128 pages are
packed with new rules, options, and setting information, including expanded rules for power
creation, weaknesses, battle suits, and hero points. Look back on World War II heroes in Legacy
and into the future with Freedom City 2525. Steve Kenson leads up a design team that includes
former Marvel Super Heroes RPG developer Steven E. Schend, Wizards of the Coast setting
search winner Keith Baker, and Time of Crisis author Christopher McGlothlin. This is the book
Mutants & Masterminds players have been waiting for!
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"Mutants and Masterminds: Annual" is a resounding success. It is full of great artwork, insightful
information, a number of brief adventures, and plenty of new characters to drop into a
campaign.The twelve chapters cover both some additional game mechanics options and
inspirational resources. For instance, new rules and tips for creating superheroic powered armor
(with plenty of example stats) and some new combat functions provide the GM with fairly well
thought-out options. None of this is necessary, or, for that matter, superior to the game mechanics
listed in the core rulebook. All the same, nothing detracts from the tone or useablility of the rules,
and may suit some people's playing styles better.The real star is the setting material, and the advice
for incorporating it into a Mutants and Masterminds campaign. One section profiles a team of World
War II-era mystery men and tips for using heroic legacies, another profiles the far future and the

heroes who make it safe, and another offers inspiration on how to run a teenaged heroes-in-training
game.Especially useful and well-conceived is the section on running a low-powered superhero
campaign, where the characters can't lift battleships or shoot lasers out of their eyes, but who still
have powers and abilities which set them apart from the ordinary people they protect. This style of
comic-bookery has been mostly overlooked in Mutants and Masterminds products, and these dozen
or so pages are so full of good advice and inventive ideas that they go a long, long way to make up
for it.Throughout the book the artwork is first rate. Hardcore comic book fans will be able to
recognize some of the homages included in the book (such as the faux-covers on page 61 and 89).
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